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July 3, 2022
Engaging the Work that White
People Need to Do
Leader: Rev. Victoria Ingram
Coordinators: Marian Siemens,
Sarah Cummings
Affirming the 8th Principle was a
milestone in Canadian Unitarian history, but it is not the end of the work
we need to engage in as members
of a faith that advocates full inclusion, active participation, unbridled
love, and deep respect.Historically
and currently, UU is a pretty white
denomination. That means we have
some work to do to create and
live our commitment. As individuals, congregations, and as a denomination, we need to take a deep dive
into how we understand and interact
with the systems of oppression in
and around us. Rev. Victoria Ingram,
a white cisgender woman, shares her
perspectives on how to get started
and stay engaged in this work.

continued on next page
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Sunday Services continued
July 10, 2022
Pride and Parenting
Leader: Rev. Brian Kiely
Coordinator: TBD
Some of the earliest memories my
children have is their annual participation in the “Rainbow Parade” as
they called it. They began in strollers. Unitarians have a long history
of supporting the ever evolving alphabet of LGBTQ2s* persons. But
last year participation went from ‘the
right thing for me to do’ to something more personal as my now son
came out as Trans. Declan will share
his transition perspective by video as
well.
July 17, 2022
Welcome Back! Moving Forward with
Rev. Meghann
Leaders: Rev. Meghann Robern,
Steve Lennon
Coordinator: Steve Lennon
Over the past twenty-seven weeks
our congregation has been gifted
with the wisdom and insights from
our own members and knowledgeable guests, who spoke from the
heart on many human experiences
and contemporary issues. Steve will
talk about what we can take away
from those connections. And we welcome back Reverend Meghann, who
will explore where we might go on
from here.

July 24, 2022
TBD
Rev. Meghann Robern
July 31, 2022
TBD
Rev. Meghann Robern
August 14, 2022
Called to Act with Justice (Micah 6:8)
Leader: Dr. Mary LeMaître
Coordinators: Marian Siemens,
Norm Cobb
Dr. Mary LeMaître, a University of
Winnipeg professor who specializes
in the analysis of colonial discourse
(stereotypes about Indigenous people), will reflect on our collective and
individual roles in bringing about
Reconciliation in Canada. Why is this
important? How do we go about it?
What are we called to contribute or
help change?

Check the Weekly Wednesday All Church Email to get
information on the Sunday
Service for that week. These
Sundays will be July 24, 31,
August 7, 21 and 28.
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Board Notes

by Marlene Schellenberg, President

The Board Notes
• the Treasurer’s Update included
July/August submistraining to support Directors’
sion is always excitunderstanding of the finaning as we have the
cial documents; direction to
opportunity to thank
keep the deficit approved at the
former directors and
AGM clearly in focus this year;
introduce the new ones
a request from the Endowment
you elected at the June
Fund Committee for changes to
AGM. We recognize
the Endowment Fund Bylaw (this
former Directors Esther Kathryn,
will be considered in the fall by
Lauren Bailey, Janine Reid, and Jim
the policy team, headed by Jon
Gardiner for their valuable contribuCowtan);
tions. We welcome our new Directors • planning was established for Rev.
Kris Breckman, Claire Nimmigadda,
Meghann’s return from her vacaand Doug Wasyliw. Officer designation/study leave/sabbatical; Directions are indicated at the end of this
tors are tasked with developing
publication.
an on-boarding plan to support
Our first meeting was held on
and give her time to reintegrate
June 21 and we covered much
into church life; discussions will
ground. Here are some highlights:
include opportunities for repairing
• we continued to draft a Board
relationships and aligning our MisConfidentiality Pledge and will
sion into Action directions with her
seek to finalize this soon;
gifts and calling to serve.
• the Board Retreat date is set for
• a decision was made to post
July 15 and 16. As a result, there
approved Board Minutes to the
will be no BoD meeting for July
website that will include Director
and August;
and Committee reports, as well as
• we will continue the search for
supporting documents where posan RE specialist. This will include
sible.
finalizing and posting the job
We’re excited to announce new
description. The goal is to have
systems changes. After six months
an interim staff person in place by of research and consultation by Larry
the fall;
Phillips with the Board and others,
continued on next page
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Board Notes continued
we have acquired Breeze, a new
church-focussed software program
that will store and organize member data; manage events; schedule
volunteers; manage RE registration;
track donations; allow members and
friends to update their own contact
information and see their pledges
and donations; and offer online and
text giving at no extra charge. We
are finalizing the scope of the job
description for an Office Administrator staff who will train as we integrate the new system. Integration

Throughout this issue, I am going
to feature photos taken by Michael
Thiessen of some wildlife and our
flowers bursting into bloom. Thanks
Michael for giving us a taste of what
is happening on our church property.
Marjorie Doyle, Editor

of this system will take time and we
ask for your patience.
Summer is a time for rest. Vyda
Ng, the CUC Executive Director,
offered some wise words in her most
recent letter. She wrote about the
importance of resting saying, “it is
not only restorative...it can be a
form of resistance. That is the idea
behind The Nap Ministry, an organization founded by Tricia Hersey in
2016 to ‘deprogram the masses from
grind culture.’ It identifies sleep deprivation as a social and racial justice
issue, and creates spaces where
people can come together to rest.”
May you resist, rest, and restore
for rejuvenation this summer.
In gratitude and service
Marlene Schellenberg, President
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Our New Staff

Arthur looks forward to helping the
church integrate the new AV system
into the services and other events,
First UUCW is pleased to announce
and hopes to train people to use it in a
our new staff who will support
way that’s simple and easy to underthe hybrid delivery of Sunday Serstand.
vices: Arthur Burstow (he/him), our
Ashlyn (she/they) has been a mulA/V Technician who will work on Suntimedia artist, community activist,
day mornings from the sanctuary, and
and podcaster for over ten years. This
Ashlyn Noble (she/they), our Zoom
summer, they’ve gotten really into
Specialist who will develop and coorgardening — if not in the yard, you
dinate the digital elements for each
can find her at the nearby community
Sunday Service. Arthur and Ashlyn
garden plot during daylight hours.
(shall we call them “ATeam 2?) come
Ashlyn is really stoked to make our
with unique and specialized skills and
services look beautiful and run well
we are fortunate to have their digital
with maximum fun and efficiency.
and technical talents. This staff are
We’re delighted to welcome Jemma
tasked with developing and expanding
Winter to join us for the summer.
our service delivery and exploring the
Thanks to the Urban/Hometown
capacity of our new equipment to conGreen Team grant, we are able to
nect and broaden our reach beyond
have Jemma help us out on the propthe walls of our building.
erty this summer. Currently, Jemma
In the past, Arthur has worked as
is studying at the University of Mania cook at a hotel, a warehouse worker
toba. She has experience with auto
at the MTS centre, and has a degree
mechanics and brings a passion for
in Electrical Engineering.
gardening. She’ll be planting, weedHe likes making beats on the coming, digging, and helping maintain
puter with friends and painting with
our grounds. Not only that, but she
watercolours.
will help establish
the Scatter Garden
of the UU Celebration Park. You’ll see
Jemma most mornings this summer
caring for our gardens... and swatting
mosquitoes!
by Marlene Schellenberg
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Vespers Services
by Janine Reid

Too many tabs
open? Join us for a
weekly mind refresh
on Tuesday at 7 pm
CST on Zoom for
our rejuvenated Vespers service. Consider building it into
your flow as a weekly
ritual, or dip in when you need a
boost. You will be offered a half hour
of music and meditative readings to
consider on your spiritual journey,
followed by an optional half hour of
conversation and connection with the
group participants. The zoom link is
listed on our website and will be the
same every week.
Join Zoom Meeting: https://zoom.
us/j/93643328083?pwd=eXhiMU1O
Q2Ztb1cybU81RndtU3V5dz09
Meeting ID: 936 4332 8083
Passcode: 928082
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First Unitarian Universalist Church of Winnipeg Covid Protocols
Covid is transmitted primarily by
sharing virus-laden breath but also by
contaminated surfaces.
Please observe and enforce these
precautions.
• Wear a mask indoors.
• Stay home when you are sick.
• Cover your cough / sneeze.
• Wash your hands or use
alcohol-based hand sanitizer
frequently.
Reduce your risk of hospitalization,
intensive care, and death by being fully
vaccinated.
Recommended protocols for reopening
our church
• No one with Covid symptoms or
recent unprotected exposure to
someone with Covid should come to
the church.
• Anyone entering the church to meet
with others should be, and remain,
masked.
• Hand sanitizer should be provided
and used at church entrances, food
tables, and washrooms.
• During the current surge, no food or
drink should be consumed indoors,
because that requires mask removal.
Coffee and raisin bread can be provided outdoors, where well-spaced
conversations can take place.
• During the current surge, the congregation should hum the tunes,
sway, and clap but not sing, even
with masks on, because of their
proximity to one another.

• The choir can sing onstage separated
and masked.
• Pulpit speakers may briefly remove
their mask to speak and then replace
it.
• During the current surge, seats in
the sanctuary will be spaced with
a separation of 2 seats in each row
and a comparable distance between
rows. Family units, however, can sit
closer together.
• Donations of cash or cheques
should be placed in a slotted box at
the back, not in a collection plate.
E-transfers can be made by smartphone or at home.
• We will post these rules, possibly
using available government posters,
and communicate them on our web
page, weekly emails, and Communicator.
• These measures are considered
social norms, mutually enforced by
all rather than having assigned
enforcers.
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Summer Volunteering

by Sonya Watson
for Volunteer Resources Committee (VRC)

Ah, summer ‘volunteering’. Pushing the kids or grandkids on a
swing… Going for ice cream with a friend while out for a walk… Daydreaming…
Thanks to all UUs and friends who volunteered with us over the
past year. In reading the wealth of committee reports prepared for the
AGM I thought, “What a hard-working, life-affirming congregation we
have!”
There’s much more to do together this fall. Enjoy your summer and
rest up!

Mark your Calendar
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UU Celebration Park - Memorial Garden
by Liz Redston

At the AGM on June 12th our
community heartily endorsed and
approved the Conceptual Plan for UU
Celebration Park. Thank you to everyone for the support and participation along the journey. And an extra
big thanks to our committee who
worked all through the pandemic
to bring this phase of the project
to completion – Peter Miller, Esther
Kathryn, Lois Whyte, Gini Marten,
Shirley Kitchen, Liz Redston. Here
are the motions you supported.
Motion #1: UU Celebration Park
Conceptual Plan is our goal and
vision for future property development.
Motion#2: Development of each
element of the UU Celebration Park
Conceptual Plan will be led by a project team responsible for completing and obtaining approval for the
detailed design, costs and construction work effort with approval from
the Board.
Motion#3: The Scatter Garden is
the first project of the UU Celebration Park approved for development.

Scatter Garden needs your help
We are now ready to begin work
on the Scatter Garden and need a
few people to join this project team.
It is a short term project that ends
once the Scatter Garden is completed. We have the assistance of
Jemma our summer student gardener which is great to get the project underway. There are lots of
ways to get involved such as:
• Join the planning team and work
on the detailed design process
• Help out on specific days just to
do the “work” of creating the garden
• Donate material such as paving
stones
• Offer assistance with truck or
trailer for moving supplies
Talk to Liz Redston if you can
assist with any of the above.

continued next page
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What is a Scatter Garden?
Our Scatter Garden will be a place
to honour our loved ones by scattering their ashes in the soil. There
will be a small gathering area with
benches in front of the garden. By
locating the Scatter Garden next to
the sanctuary at the south east corner of our building we will have easy
access via the bricked sidewalk next
to the parking lot. We can imagine
families gathering on the ramp walkway or bricked sitting area as they
commemorate their loved one to the
earth. We will have unique tools used
only for the purpose of digging and
raking in the Scatter Garden to add
sense of special ritual to the occasion. Here are a few more details
about our Scatter Garden.
• For our members and friends, with
some discretion for other requests
• People not pets
• People documented in a special
Scatter Garden journal

• Just the ashes no containers
• No markers or locations identified
• No plants in the Scatter Garden
area – only at the edges along the
foundation
• Accessible and barrier free via
sidewalk
• Potential for winter access with
pre-dug spaces (might have to
test this based on how much snow
we have)
• Use of Scatter Garden for a fee –
similar to how City or other facilities offer services but priced to
meet needs of our community.
• Future option of Memorial Wall
Plaque on west side of property –
not contingent on Scatter Garden
use.
• Engraved bricks in front of Scatter
Garden as optional fundraising to
be considered
• Administered and coordinated by
(new) Memorial Committee

continued next page
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New Memorial Admin Committee
Needs Members
We are creating a new committee
to oversee the administration of the
Scatter Garden, Memorial Wall and
Legacy Binder. This group is separate
from the project teams that will be
formed to construct the Scatter Garden, Memorial Walkway or other elements of UU Celebration Park but of
course work collaboratively together
in the development process. If you
are interested in joining this interesting new team and help with defining
our new Scatter Garden and Memorial Wall protocols then please talk to
Liz Redston.
The Memorial Admin team will be
responsible for defining and coordinating the operations and processes
such as:

• How to book or request use of the
Scatter Garden
• Day of scattering coordination
and use of the tools, garden prep
needed
• Cost for use of the Scatter Garden
• Cost for Memorial Wall plaques
• Coordinate creation and installation of Memorial Plaques with
special event
• Documentation in the Scatter
Garden/ Memorial Wall journal
• Maintaining the Memorial Legacy
Binder
• Financial records
• Special requests
• Garden care and upkeep
• Fund raising options with
engraved bricks or plaques
• Communication and education
with congregation

continued next page
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Canadian Unitarians Reaffirm Commitment
to Reproductive Justice
From the CUC’s National Voice Team: UU Ministers of Canada President, Rev. Anne Barker;
CUC Board President, Charles Shields; CUC Executive Director, Vyda Ng.

For more than 50
years, Unitarians
and Universalists in
Canada have advocated for reproductive
rights. Members of
the Canadian Unitarian Council (CUC) have adopted 10
resolutions on family planning, family life education, and abortion since
1968 and are proud that access to
abortion is a protected right in Canada.
The CUC and the Unitarian Universalist (UU) Ministers of Canada
(UUMOC) are deeply troubled by the
Supreme Court of the United States’
(SCOTUS’) decision in the Dobbs v.
Jackson Women’s Health Organization, which overturns Roe v. Wade.
With this decision, SCOTUS has
determined that the right to an abortion is not protected by the United
States Constitution and allows states
to restrict or ban abortions.
“Human dignity requires that
every person have the right to
decide whether they shall bear a
child,” says CUC Executive Director
Vyda Ng. “Every child deserves to be
wanted. With this ruling, millions of

people will have these rights stripped
away. Those who are already marginalized will be further victimized.”
“The decision by the U.S.
Supreme Court does not change
Canadian legislation,” says Rev. Anne
Barker, UUMOC President, “but that
does not mean we are not impacted
by it. Our collective liberation is
bound up together and we know that
what harms one harms us all.”
Most recently, in 2015, the CUC
committed to “ensure that Canada
continues to permit the right to abortion to be determined exclusively by
the woman (sic) in consultation with
a physician, and to ensure that abortions are available and accessible to
all Canadians at a reasonable cost.”
“Today, we reaffirm our commitment to safe, affordable, equitable
abortion in Canada and around the
world,” says CUC President Charles
Shields. “We re-assert our belief that
the right to abortion should be determined exclusively by the person who
is pregnant in consultation with their
physician. And we express our solidarity with the Unitarian Universalist
Association (UUA) and other organizations advocating for reproductive
justice in the United States.
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Interfaith Riverbank Cleanup
by Heather Emberley

It’s amazing how much garbage a
shopping cart can hold. 24 of them
to be precise. That’s how many
carts volunteers from our church
and Shaarey Zedek Synagogue filled
and hauled up the embankment “in
our backyard” on June 22/22. The
Interfaith Riverbank CleanUp headed
by Sonya Wayson, Dr. Ray Singer,
Michael Thiessen and City Councillor John Orlikow along with many
volunteers diverted an enormous
amount of debris from going into the
river. It was a herculean effort for a
determined group 18 to 76 years of
age to navigate the mud, needles
and accumulated items left behind
from homeless camps. The perfect
weather and all the cheers, waves,
horn honking and thumbs up from
passersby who saw the amount of
garbage filling the huge city bin was
appreciated by those in the trenches.
Much discussion at the lunch
afterward provided by Shaarey
Zedek centered on how to help the
homeless. The riverbank cleanup
which one jogger described as
“where angels fear to tread,” was
an eye opener for many of the volunteers as “I had no idea it was this
bad” could be heard many many
times. Community outreach has to
start somewhere it is as close as our
backyard.
continued on next page
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Interfaith Riverbank Cleanup continued

Board of Directors Designations and Cluster Group Contacts
Marlene Schellenberg, President, is ithe contact for Shared Ministry and
Volunteer Resources committee
Kris Breckman, Director is the contact for Properties
Claire Nimmagadda, Vice President is the contact for Ministry
Tanya Brothers, Director is the contact for Justice
Marjorie Doyle, Secretary is the contact for Congregational Services
Peter Miller and Doug Wasyliw co- treasurers are the contacts for Finance
Ryan Styles, Director
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A Journey into the History of Unitarians in Canada
by Gini Martin

About 25 years
ago, I was loaned
a brochure which
listed brief bios
about UU women
in the United
States, Canada
and the United
Kingdom who
had made contributions to our
faith. There were only a few Canadians listed. Two of those listed-a
mother and daughter – both had
made significant contributions. I had
never heard of either of them.  
There was a birth date for one
and a death date for the other; both
were missing a date. I thought it
would be simple to check in the
library and provide the missing dates
to the then Women’s historical UU
group.
When I asked for information
at the Millennium library, I was
stunned. These women were incredible. The librarian brought me a
number of books that had relevant
information starting with Who’s
Who in Canada. She also brought
me The Women of Canada published
in 1900. Several of the chapters
were written by the daughter. That

started me on a journey. I contacted
several sources at McGill university.
The archives of the Unitarian Church
in Montreal and a number of other
sources.
I became
fascinated
with the
careers and
the settings of Eliza
MacIntosh
Reid and her
daughter
Helen Richmond Young
Reid. When the Canadian UU Conference asked for papers on Canadian UU women, I decided to submit
a paper on these two women. The
papers from the conference were
published in a book in 2011. Invisible
Influence: Claiming Canadian Unitarian and Universalist Women’s History. Kingston Unitarian Press, Kingston Ontario Edited by Jean Pfleiderer
et all, (978-0-9734746-1-9 ISBN)
As I became more and more concerned about the lack of knowledge
about these two women, I submitted information to the Dictionary
of UU biography on line. The then
editor was also interested and was
continued on next page
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A Journey into the History of Unitarians in Canada cont’d
able to add additional research about
Helen’s lectures in the US.
We should all be familiar with
the Dictionary. “ The Dictionary
of Unitarian and Universalist
Biography is a public web resource
that contains hundreds of concise
biographies of Unitarian and
Universalist leaders and celebrated
individuals whose religion was
Unitarian, Universalist, or Unitarian
Universalist.“ There is a list of
all the Canadian UUs profiled. I
think there will be names that are
of interest. There are profiles of
ministers who served in Montreal, in
Toronto, and other places in Canada

and a few women along with Eliza
and Helen.
Because there are so many
women who made contributions and
are not profiled and remembered, I
was proud to be able to make these
two women’s contributions more
widely available. Eliza was active in a
number of Montreal groups including
the Unitarian church, then named
the Church of the Messiah. Helen
was in the first class of women
admitted to McGill University in
1884.
Check the Dictionary if you want
to find out more information about
these two remarkable women.

Elder Harry Bone
by Heather Emberley

Elder Harry Bone who led a workshop for the church helped introduce
the building of the Knowledge Tree at
The Forks which will welcome everyone
to learn about treaties. Former Share
the Plate recipient, Little Stars PlayHouse was part of the celebration and
received funding for their treehouse
and educational activity centre.
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Book Launch
by Heather Emberley

Here is Michael Thiessen at the book
launch of A World of Faith & Spirituaity. Our church and Jo’Anne’s chalice she
donated to the church look beautiful!

Winnipeg Indigenous Accord
5th Annual Ceremony
Inuit throat singer Nikki
Komaksiutikak was there and 30 new
Partners signed on.
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First Unitarian Universalist
Church of Winnipeg Mission
Statement
We are a diverse and caring
community that is loving, inclusive,
responsible, and encouraging.
We are a learning community
open to evidence and varied insights
that encourages reflection and
exploration.
We use what we learn to strengthen
our relationships and our capacity.
We are a socially engaged
community that works collaboratively, compassionately, and urgently
for a just society and for our lifesustaining planet.
We are Caring, Learning and
Socially Engaged.

Please submit materials to the
editor Marjorie Doyle by email to:
communicator@uuwinnipeg.mb.ca
The deadline for the
September 2022 issue is:
Monday, August 22nd, 2022
The opinions of the authors are
their own and do not necessarily represent those of the Board of
Directors, the editorial board, the
newsletter editor, or the church
minister.

Who’s Who
Minister
the Reverend Meghann Robern
minister@uuwinnipeg.mb.ca
Director of Lifespan Faith Development
Vacant
dlfd@uuwinnipeg.mb.ca
Vacant
Lay Chaplain
Darlene Payne
Board President
Marlene Schellenberg
president@uuwinnipeg.mb.ca
Pastoral Care Coordinators
Esmat Elhami and Rev Ren McFadyen
pastoralcare@uuwinnipeg.mb.ca
Music Director & Choir Accompanist
Vacant
music@uuwinnipeg.mb.ca
Caretaker
acting Michael Thiessen
Webmaster
Karin Carlson
webmaster@uuwinnipeg.mb.ca
Rentals Director
Sheila Farago
rentals@uuwinnipeg.mb.ca
Newsletter Editor
Marjorie Doyle
communicator@uuwinnipeg.mb.ca
Editorial Assistant
Linda Henderson
Vacant - Office Administrator
office@uuwinnipeg.mb.ca
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